The NAFTA Super Highway
August 23, 2006 by Phyllis Schlafly
It's not just American ports that are fast slipping into foreign ownership; it's
highways, too. A Spanish company, Cintra Concesiones de Infraestructuras de
Transporte, S.A., has bought the right to operate a toll road through Texas and
collect tolls for the next 50 years.
Called the Trans-Texas Corridor (TTC), on which construction is planned to
begin next year, this highway would bisect Texas from its border with Mexico to
Oklahoma. Hearings held by the Texas Department of Transportation this summer
attracted hundreds of angry Texans.
Plans call for a ten-lane limited-access highway to parallel I-35. It would have three
lanes each way for passenger cars, two express lanes each way for trucks, rail lines
both ways for people and freight, plus a utility corridor for oil and natural gas
pipelines, electric towers, cables for communication, and telephone lines.
Central to this plan is a massive taking of 584,000 acres of farm and ranch
land at an estimated cost of $11 to $30 billion, property then lost from the tax rolls
of counties and school districts. After the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Kelo v.
City of New London, no one need worry about the power of eminent domain to take
private property.
The Trans-Texas Corridor will be the first leg of what has been dubbed the NAFTA
Super Highway to go through heartland America all the way to Canada. This would
be a major lifeline of the plan to merge the United States into a North
American Community.
Plans are already locked in for Kansas City Southern de Mexico Railroad to bring
Chinese goods in sealed cargo containers from the southern Mexican port of Lazaro
Cardinas direct to Kansas City, Missouri. Mexican trucks will be able to drive more
sealed containers up the fast lanes of the NAFTA Super Highway, inspected only
electronically if at all, and making their first customs stop in Kansas City.
In response to recent articles in conservative publications about the sovereignty,
freedom and economic dangers that will result from President Bush creating the
Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America (SPP) in Waco in March
2005, the SPP has issued an unconvincing rebuttal. [ http://www.spp.gov/ ]
This SPP document starts by declaring that "our three great nations share a belief
in freedom, economic opportunity, and strong democratic institutions." That's
false; Mexico is a corrupt country where a few families control all the wealth
while the rest of the people are kept in abject poverty with no hope of economic
opportunity.
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The document states that SPP's mission is to make "our businesses more
competitive in the global marketplace." That's globalist doubletalk which means
producing U.S. goods with cheap foreign labor, thereby destroying the U.S.
middle class.
The document states that SPP wasn't "signed" by Bush at Waco. But when Bush
went to Cancun in March 2006, he proclaimed the first anniversary of
whatever he had agreed to in Waco in 2005, and he sent Michael Chertoff to
Ottawa to take "an important first step" toward whatever Bush did or didn't sign
in Waco.
The document denies that SPP's working groups are secret, but SPP won't
release the names of who is serving on them. The document denies that SPP will
"cost U.S. taxpayer money" because SPP is using "existing budget resources" (no
doubt coming from the fairy godmother).
Thanks to the internet, we can often find out more about the doings of the Bush
Administration from the foreign press than from the U.S. media. An article written
in Spanish from a Mexican perspective one year ago fully described the plan for the
"deep integration" of the three North American countries.
Economist and researcher Miguel Pickard explained that although the plan is
sometimes called NAFTA Plus, there will be no single treaty text and nothing will
be submitted to the legislatures of the three countries. The elites plan to implement
their shared vision of "a merged future" through "the signing of 'regulations' not
subject to citizens' review."
Pickard revealed a series of three meetings of a new entity called the Independent
Task Force on the Future of North America (ITF). After secretly conniving in
Toronto, New York and Monterrey, the ITF called for a unified North American
Border Action Plan (i.e, open borders among the three countries), and the
three countries then signed "close to 300 regulations."
The United States was represented at the ITF by Robert Pastor, who has been
working for years to promote North American integration. Pickard revealed that
Pastor is in "constant dialogue" with Jorge G. Castaneda, Vicente Fox's foreign
relations adviser.
Pickard is convinced that George W. Bush is "vigorously pushing" the idea of a
"North American community." Pickard concluded that the schedule calls for
beginning with a customs union, then a common market, then a monetary and
economic union, and finally the adoption of a single currency (already baptized as
the "amero" by Robert Pastor).
Read this column online at: Eagle Forum www.eagleforum.org PO Box 618, Alton, IL 62002
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We all need to come together and take our Nation back NOW. I am asking for you to
come to the aid of the standing functional Texas republic which is a lawfully
documented supported Nation holding signed and sealed International Treaties
with several Nations not Corporations. Two of those are united States of America
and Mexico. Wake up before we lose it all.
Our creator does not approve of centralized Governments ruling over His
people. Read 1st Kings Chapter four.

The lawful Nation of Texas encompasses certain lands in the so
called

Corporate

STATES

OF,

TEXAS,

NEW

MEXICO,

COLORADO, KANSAS, OKLAHOMA and WYOMING.
Ed Brannum, Texas republic 10th Congress Senator. rep777@dctexas.net

Bless God for the land of Texas
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The Plan to Replace the Dollar with the 'Amero'
by Jerome R. Corsi
Posted May 22, 2006
The idea to form the North American Union as a super-NAFTA knitting together
Canada, the United States and Mexico into a super-regional political and economic
entity was a key agreement resulting from the March 2005 meeting held at Baylor
University in Waco, Tex., between President Bush, President Fox and Prime
Minister Martin.
A joint statement published by the three presidents following their Baylor
University summit announced the formation of an initial entity called, "The
Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America" (SPP). The joint statement
termed the SPP a "trilateral partnership" that was aimed at producing a North
American security plan as well as providing free market movement of people,
capital, and trade across the borders between the three NAFTA partners:
We will establish a common approach to security to protect North America from
external threats, prevent and respond to threats within North America, and
further streamline the secure and efficient movement of legitimate, low-risk traffic
across our borders.
A working agenda was established:
We will establish working parties led by our ministers and secretaries that will
consult with stakeholders in our respective countries. These working parties will
respond to the priorities of our people and our businesses, and will set specific,
measurable, and achievable goals.
The U.S. Department of Commerce has produced a SPP website, which documents
how the U.S. has implemented the SPP directive into an extensive working agenda.
Following the March 2005 meeting in Waco, Tex., the Council on Foreign Relations
(CFR) published in May 2005 a task force report titled "Building a North American
Community." We have already documented that this CFR task force report calls for
a plan to create by 2010 a redefinition of boundaries such that the primary
immigration control will be around the three countries of the North American
Union, not between the three countries. We have argued that a likely reason
President Bush has not secured our border with Mexico is that the administration
is pushing for the establishment of the North American Union.
The North American Union is envisioned to create a super-regional political
authority that could override the sovereignty of the United States on immigration
policy and trade issues. In his June 2005 testimony to the U.S. Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Robert Pastor, the Director of the Center for North American
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Studies at American University, stated clearly the view that the North American
Union would need a super-regional governance board to make sure the United
States does not dominate the proposed North American Union once it is formed:
NAFTA has failed to create a partnership because North American governments
have not changed the way they deal with one another. Dual bilateralism, driven by
U.S. power, continue to govern and irritate. Adding a third party to bilateral
disputes vastly increases the chance that rules, not power, will resolve problems.
This trilateral approach should be institutionalized in a new North American
Advisory Council. Unlike the sprawling and intrusive European Commission, the
Commission or Council should be lean, independent, and advisory, composed of 15
distinguished individuals, 5 from each nation. Its principal purpose should be to
prepare a North American agenda for leaders to consider at biannual summits and
to monitor the implementation of the resulting agreements.
Pastor was a vice chairman of the CFR task force that produced the report
"Building a North American Union."
Pastor also proposed the creation of a Permanent Tribunal on Trade and
Investment with the view that "a permanent court would permit the accumulation
of precedent and lay the groundwork for North American business law." The intent
is for this North American Union Tribunal would have supremacy over the U.S.
Supreme Court on issues affecting the North American Union, to prevent U.S.
power from "irritating" and retarding the progress of uniting Canada, Mexico, and
the U.S. into a new 21st century super-regional governing body.
Robert Pastor also advises the creation of a North American Parliamentary Group
to make sure the U.S. Congress does not impede progress in the envisioned North
American Union. He has also called for the creation of a North American Customs
and Immigration Service which would have authority over U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) within the Department of Homeland Security.
Pastor's 2001 book "Toward a North American Community" called for the creation
of a North American Union that would perfect the defects Pastor believes limit the
progress of the European Union. Much of Pastor's thinking appears aimed at
limiting the power and sovereignty of the United States as we enter this new
super-regional entity. Pastor has also called for the creation of a new currency
which he has coined the "Amero," a currency that is proposed to replace the U.S.
dollar, the Canadian dollar, and the Mexican peso.
If President Bush had run openly in 2004 on the proposition that a prime objective
of his second term was to form the North American Union and to supplant the
dollar with the "Amero," we doubt very much that President Bush would have
carried Ohio, let alone half of the Red State majority he needed to win re-election.
Pursuing any plan that would legalize the conservatively estimated 12 million
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illegal aliens now in the United States could well spell election disaster for the
Republican Party in 2006, especially for the House of Representative where every
seat is up for grabs.
*COPYRIGHT NOTICE** In accordance with Title 17 U. S. C. Section 107, any
copyrighted work in this message is distributed under fair use without profit or
payment to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving the included
information for nonprofit research and educational purposes only.[Ref.
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml ]

To those who have taken the Oath, Remember the Oath!
To those who have not and believe in the Constitution,
Take a similar Oath now to the Constitution!
Remember that those who make laws contrary to the Constitution,
Those who enforce laws contrary to the Constitution,
And those who give orders contrary to the Constitution,
Have become domestic enemies of the Constitution!
It doesn't take a Judge or a lawyer to know the difference!

"All laws which are repugnant to the Constitution are null and void."
Marbury vs. Madison

"Each man must for himself alone decide what is right and what is
wrong, which course is patriotic and which isn't. You cannot shirk
this and be a man. To decide against your conviction is to be an
unqualified and inexcusable traitor, both to yourself and to your
country."
-- Mark Twain
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Dictionary of political correctness - the Rules of Political Correctness
When it comes to the Israeli-Arab conflict:
Rule # 1: In the Middle East, it is always the Arabs that attack first, and it's
always Israel that defends itself. This is called “Retaliation".
Rule # 2: The Arabs, whether Palestinians or Lebanese, are not allowed to
kill Israelis. This is called "Terrorism"
Rule # 3: Israel has the right to kill Arab civilians. This is called "SelfDefense", or, these days, "Collateral Damage".
Rule # 4: When Israel kills too many civilians, the Western world calls for
restraint. This is called the "Reaction of the International Community".
Rule # 5: Palestinians and Lebanese do not have the right to capture Israeli
military personnel, not even a limited number, not even 1 or 2. This is
called "Kidnapping".
Rule # 6: Israel has the right to capture as many Palestinians as they want
(Palestinians: around 10,000 to date, 300 of whom are children; Lebanese:
1,000s to date, being held without trial). There is no limit; there is no need
for proof of guilt or trial. This is called "War on Terrorism".
Rule # 7: When you say "Hezbollah", always be sure to add "supported by
Syria and Iran". This is called: "Axis of Evil"
Rule # 8: When you say "Israel", never say "supported by the USA, the UK
and other European countries", for people (God forbid) might believe this is
not a balanced conflict. This is called "Helping our Friends".
Rule # 9: When it comes to Israel, don't mention the words "occupied
territories", "UN resolutions", or "Geneva Conventions". This could distress
the audience, and is called "Anti-Semitism".
Rule # 10: Israelis speak better English than Arabs. This is why we let them
speak out as much as possible, so that they can explain rules 1 through 9.
This is called "Neutral Journalism".
Rule # 11: If you don't agree with these rules or if you favor the Arab side
over the Israeli side, you must be a very dangerous anti-Semite. You may
even have to make a public apology if you express your honest opinion like
Mel Gibson. This is called "Democracy".
Please learn the proper terminology and use it appropriately to maintain
your job; this is called "Equal Opportunity Employment".
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"There appears to be no evidence that the American people themselves are even aware of the
catastrophic events soon to overtake them."
- Steve LeFemine, independent candidate for Congress
"Our worst fears confirmed! We are suffering a coup d'etat in America. It is in the final stages of
completion...the program to abrogate American Sovereignty...May God have mercy on America."
- Lawrence Patterson Criminal Politics (May-June 2006)

The evidence is overwhelming. There is absolutely a wicked and devastating plot and
conspiracy to overthrow America. The traitors are now confident they will soon wash
over 225 years of American tradition and history down a sinkhole. If their foul plan
succeeds, the vision we as patriots once had of a strong, prosperous nation of liberty,
freedom and prosperity will soon vanish beneath a cavernous cesspool of forgotten
dreams.
Over the years I have personally withstood a torrent of abuse and ridicule over my
assertion that a small clique of traitorously evil men and women were plotting to bring
down the walls of history. Still, I soldiered on, enduring the cruel arrows of ignorant
and malicious critics. I refused to play along and keep quiet, and I have done my best to
expose their heinous plot to shutdown the fabled American experiment in freedom and
self-government.
Among the evil culprits I fingered over the years were such anti-American globalist
groups as the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission, the
Freemasons and the Bilderbergs. All play important roles in the on-going conspiracy.
But behind them all is the satanic influence and power of Zionists. Zionists, in fact, are
the real, but, so often, unheralded authors of the globalist plot.
Stepping Out Of the Shadows
Now, finally, this traitorous clique of elitists has stepped out of the shadows into the
light. No longer need they fear public. This is the Council on Foreign Relations
document requiring President Bush and the U.S. Congress to dissolve the United States
as an independent nation and allow Mexican illegal aliens free access to America's land
and resources.
Disapproval. So effective has been their psychological brainwashing campaign and their
dumbing down of the citizenry, the arrogant plotters believe they can finally come out
and defiantly show themselves. Evidently, they think that no one is able to stop or even
delay their bold plot to murder-yes, murder-America.
The CFR has even published its despicable plan in a book, entitled Building A North
American Community. Authored by three elite members of the New York-based
organization, the book calls for the ending of American sovereignty and the overthrow
of the American Constitution and government.
The CFR's membership of 4,275 conspirators, backed by the organization's
predominantly Zionist Jew leadership, demands that, by the year 2010, America as we
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once knew it will no longer exist. By that date, the Illuminati intend that the following
be achieved:
(1) A new currency, called the Amero, replaces the dollar.
(2) All borders between Mexico, the U.S.A., and Canada be erased and the Border
Patrol retired.
(3) A North American Parliament Group composed of Mexican politicians and U.S.
quislings take over legislative authority, superseding our own Senate and House.
(4) A North American Judicial Council, or Tribunal, take over the judicial function and
demote the U.S. Supreme Court to an advisory only role.
(5) A joint Executive Authority be set up, possibly with its capitol in Mexico City or
Toronto, to dictate to U.S. citizens the terms of surrender.
(6) The 106 million citizens of Mexico be given full rights by the defunct U.S.A. and be
allowed to enter our territory, re-conquer and seize whatever lands and property they
wish within the once sovereign U.S.A.
(7) The Bill of Rights be abolished and a new North American "Declaration of Rights"
be drawn up. It will comprise a shrunken list of abridged, government granted
privileges more suitable to the changed times.
(8) Over 100 million Mexicans living South of the Border, plus 20 million more
Mexicans now residing illegally in the U.S.A., will be awarded full social security and
medicare benefits and have full job, voting and other rights granted to them. American
taxpayers will foot the bill.
(9) Mexican workers will be given affirmative action and preferential job quotas.
Millions of Anglo-Americans will lose their jobs.
(10) Hispanic-owned corporations will be favored with government grants and
contracts. The economies of Mexico, the former U.S.A., and Canada will be totally
merged and a 4-football fields wide NAFTA super highway is already being built.
Thousands of air-polluting Mexican trucks and vehicles will rumble up I-35 and
disperse to the various states.
(11) The 50 existing American states will be formally dissolved and the former U.S.A.
will be divided into ten weakened administrative regions. Some will have Mexican
leaders appointed over the local, formerly American citizens.
(12) Spanish and English will both be recognized as joint official languages. Mexican
textbooks critical of United States history and disrespectful of American "gringo"
traditions will be required in all North American schools.
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(13) The North American Union will join the European Community and the ASEAN
(Asian) Union as the three major subdivisions of the planned global governance
system, as envisioned by Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission.
Bush, Mexico's President Fox and Canadian Prime Minister Martin relax and chat just
after signing a new, CFR-prepared pact designed to dissolve the United States as a
separate and independent nation. President Bush and congressional leaders are now
pushing for amnesty and full citizenship for all Mexican illegals in the U.S.A. That is
only one of scores of changes that must take place by the year 2010, according to the
CFR agenda.
This is Nothing Short of Treason!
As shocking as the CFR plot is, equally upsetting is that President George Bush,
Mexican President Vicente Fox, and Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin met in
Waco, Texas, March 23, 2005, and signed a secret pact called the Security and
Prosperity Partnership. That pact, prepared by CFR and Bilderberg administrators, sets
forth step-by-step what each nation must do to insure the new, merged slave "nation,"
the North American Union, is fully operational by the year 2010.
Forget about the fact that the U.S. Constitution requires the President to submit
treaties such as this to the Senate for a vote. Imperial dictator Bush knows that no U.S.
Senator dare utter one word of protest against the CFR Plot. That would be the kiss of
death for his or her senatorial career.
Having disposed of American sovereignty, the "New World Order" forged by Bush and
Gorbachev in the 80s and cemented Masonic handshake: Mexican President Vicente
Fox shares a Masonic handshake with Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin as U.S.
President George Bush looks on. The three met in Waco, Texas in 2005 and jointly
signed a pact requiring the United States to be dismantled as an independent nation
and integrated into a CFR-planned North American Union. by traitorous Clinton-Bush,
Democrat-Republican alliances will finally become a reality. The fly in the ointment, of
course, will be the small contingent of true American patriots that remain. This is why
the Bush Administration recently gave Halliburton a $385 million contract to build new
detention camps. It is also why NSA computers have all our names tagged in its
"dissident" database list. If necessary, they will get rid of us-permanently.
American military forces will enforce the New World Order. Mexican and other foreign
officers will no doubt be given high military commands to guard against mutiny by
angry U.S. soldiers.
A few rogue nations-Venezuela, Cuba, etc.-must be dealt with. The hapless Islamic
masses will not be a major problem. They are to be enslaved and/or killed off, just as is
happening now in Iraq and Afghanistan. Their oil resources will be expropriated.
The Zionist Connection: The CFR is Dominated by Jews
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The Zionist Connection is the sinewy thread that ties this entire, vast, traitorous
enterprise together. The Bush Administration is only a puppet operation. The Council
on Foreign Relations has among its leading members such Zionist fanatics and servants
as Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of State Condi Rice, and Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld. In all, over seventy percent of the membership of the CFR is Jewish!
Also on the CFR's rolls: Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Federal Reserve; Robert Rubin,
Clinton's former Secretary of the Treasury; and Madleine Albright, Clinton's former
Secretary of State. Every one of these persons is a Jew and a Zionist Agent. Their first
allegiance is to the Jewish World Authority.
Here are some other top Jewish names that dominate the CFR. Indeed, the CFR is
nothing more than America's premier Zionist Secret Society, a traitorous front for
global Jewish interests and headquarters for the furtherance of the Zionist plot for a
global Jewish Utopia: Carla Hills, Henry Bienen, Kenneth Duberstein, Martin Feldman,
Richard Salomon, Bart Friedman, Maurice Greenberg, Morton Janklow, Ira Lipman,
Seymour Sternberg, Frank Wisner, Michael Moscow, Roger Altman, Jessica Einhorn,
David Greenberg, Louis Perlmutter, Joshua Steiner, Anita Wien, Douglas Schoen,
Malcolm Weiner, Charles Schumer, Nancy Soderberg, Peter Tannoff, Abraham
Lowenthal, Marc Thiessen, Daniel Yergin, Douglas Feith, Richard Perle, Carl
Gershman, Peter Rosenblatt, Joseph Lieberman, Mortimer Zuckerman.
All of those listed are CFR Jews. All are globalists. As CFR conspirators and associates,
all, in my opinion, are deceitful traitors, guilty of treason, enemies of the Constitution
of the United States of America. They deserve to be arrested, indicted, and, if found
guilty by a jury of 12 honest American Patriots, sent to prison or executed.
White House strategist Karl Rove is shown here confidently displaying the El Diablo
horned devil sign with both hands just after having met with Republican congressmen
and giving them their marching orders on the illegal immigration issue. Rove's
immediate boss is Joshua Bolton, a Zionist Jew who runs things as President Bush's
Chief of Staff. Bolton, alias "Mordecai," speaks fluent Hebrew. His role is to transmit
orders from the CFR Jewish elite to Karl Rove, President Bush and Vice President
Cheney. Bolton cracks the whip and makes sure the three men stay loyal to the CFR
scheme. That scheme is to put Mexico first, end American sovereignty and set up a
North American Union to replace the government and Constitution of the "outmoded"
U.S.A.
The Trap Has Been Set
Dear friends, the trap has been set. The media are not on our side. Neither are the
leaders of the Christian religious establishment. They are owned by Jewish Wall Street
corporation interests. Neither can we count on either of the two major political parties
to rescue us. The Congress and the State Capital delegations are packed with CFR
traitors who have already sold out the American Republic for a pot of porridge. Today
in America, we have the best politicians and clergy that money can buy!
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Please, I encourage you: Call today and order the audiotape/CD special report I have
just released revealing the facts you need to know to understand and survive the
horrible crisis now facing us all: The Murder of America-The Council on Foreign
Relations Plot to Dissolve the United States and Establish a North American Union
(Available in 2-Audiotape Set or 2-CD Set).
Be aware of the facts, and remember, though the storm clouds gather and the twilight
hour is at hand, there is One who is able to lift us up and bring the Adversary to heel.
We can cast out fear and face the future with zest and confidence. Jesus, you may recall,
said it simply and powerfully: "Only believe."
Check out Texe Marrs' extraordinary research on The Murder of America and Gaylon
Ross' amazing video, The American Union By 2005.
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